Clinical experience with the delivery of thawed and washed autologous blood cells, with an automated closed fluid management device: CytoMate.
Washing out of thawed autologous grafts, before reinfusion in poor-prognosis cancer patients who undergo high-dose chemotherapy, is desirable. The procedure allows for the reduction of infused dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) quantities and the performance of biologic controls on the infused cell product. Three-hundred four patients were treated with intensified chemotherapy and autologous transplantation at a single institution. Fifty-four of them received washed cell products, because three or more bags were to be reinfused. The recently available, closed, automated, and current good manufacturing practice-compliant device (CytoMate, Baxter Oncology) was used for this purpose. The performances of the device were similar to previously reported results, with greater than 75 percent CD34+ cell recovery. Neutrophil and platelet (PLT) recoveries were similar in the group of patients receiving washed cells and in the group of patients for whom cell products were extemporaneously thawed at the bedside. Adverse events that are typically reported after DMSO infusion were significantly less frequent and less severe in patients who received washed cells. Finally, the nurse staff on the transplant ward reported a decreased workload and more satisfactory procedure when infusing washed cell products. The CytoMate device allows for a significant reduction in DMSO infusion, with a diminished frequency and severity of immediate side effects and does not compromise neutrophil or PLT engraftment.